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Objectives •  Extract the environmental response functions (ERFs) between flux response and environmental state variables  
•  Upscaling turbulent exchange from small transient tower footprint to large predefined target area   

Methodology and Results 

Wavelet decomposed turbulent flux and 
footprint weighted biophysical surface drivers 
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extracted from machine learning 

Projected sensible heat 
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Fig. 1. Location of US-Park Fall in 
Wisconsin��northern U.S.A. Bottom is a 

picture of Park Fall tower 

Fig. 2. 1 min composite 30%, 60% and 90% footprint maps superimposed over 
land surface temperature (LST). Bottom plot shows time series of LST in the 

footprint of 1 minute observation and wavelet decomposed high temporal flux 

Fig. 3. Cross-related multi-dimensional partial dependence plots show 
the effect of each individual variable on the sensible heat flux (W m-2) . 
The chosen sensible heat flux drivers are short wave incoming 
radiation, dry mole fraction of water vapor, air potential temporature, 
LST and enhanced vegatation index (EVI). 

Fig. 4. Projected sensible heat flux grids 
August 20th, 2011, 15:00-16:00 CST, tower 
is located at the center, boxes represent 
5 km x 5 km, 10 km x 10 km, 20 km x 20 km 
target areas.  

Source of 
uncertainty  

Instrumentation 
and hardware 

Turbulent sampling ERF state variables ERF unstratified cross 
validation 

ERF stratified cross 
validation 

ERF projection 
interval 

Sensible heat 0.89 W/m-2 1% (45%) 1% (49%) 0% (4%) -15% (103%) 0% (46%) 
Latent heat 1.23 W/m-2 1% (78%) 0% (57%) 0% (10%)  -19% (208%) 0% (47%) 

Uncertainty budget 

systematic error (random uncertainty) 

systematic error (random uncertainty) 

Conclusion and outlook 
•  When ERF is applied, tower spatial coverage is expanded from footprint area to 

70-100% of the 400 km2 target area around the tower.  
•  The largest uncertainty systematic error of tower ERF is limited by 15%, 19% for 

sensible heat and latent heat flux, which are bound to energy balance closure. 
Random uncertainty drops rapidly with expansion of sample size. 
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•  The resulting flux grids can be integrated into probability density function 
(PDF). Our companion talk B32B-08 by Stefan Metzger further 
elaborated how PDF enables direct assimilation into mechanic models 
and the evaluation of tower observations. 

•  Our future work is to prove the applicability of ERF procedure to different 
climate and ecological environments to upscale flux to regional scales. 

 


